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Introduction

At AMA's meeting in Minneapolis 1970 a plan for a Swedish

research project was presented (Dahllof & Lundgren 1970). The

project has been finished and the main purposes have been ful-

filled, but the results have also raised new questions. At this

meeting the outcome of our project will be presented in two vays.

Ir the invitational address to the members of Devision B profes-

sor Dahllof will discuss the consequences of our theoretical

thinking for educational research. In this paper I will present

the main theoretical model, the points of empirical verifications

and the theoretical interpretations. On one hand this paper is a

brief summary of a final report (Lundgren 1972' from the project.

On the other hand it alludes to some lines of thought which are

theoretical developments for future research. This latter aspect

will be more analyzed and presented in a icter report (Lundgren

1973). Insame respects this paper may be looked upon as a link

between al final report from a finished project and the plans for

a new project.
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Chapter 1. The framing of the problem

The history of sciences c4s.n on a cursory level bt described as

a development, starting in questions on things of far distance

to an and going over to questions on familiar phenomena and

everyday experiences. In wondering about the distant and the

uncontrolled are questions formulated which give birth to science.

This perspective gives one dimension in explaining the formalized

theoretical level for natural sciences in comparison to social

sciences. But even within a science it gives some hints for a

description of the internal development as well.

The central phenomena in education - teaching - is in one sense

the most unknown and in another sense the most known. is it is

more difficult to ask relevant and theory deriving questions

around familiar phenomena than around unfamiliar ones; theories

on teaching are often built on weak empirical fundaments. Many

theoretical models have boon formulated from different r./z5uAptio:lo

about man and society. Mudels, that with few exceptions are pres-

criptive. But even prescriptions must be based in an understanding

of the phenomena to be changed. This understanding is often hidden

in assumptions based on personal experiences and perceptions of

teaching. This is one of the central problems for the development

of education as a science.

The demands for conprehonsive and empirical theories on teaching

form a point of intersection between two areas within education,

curriculum theory and classroom discourse analysis. (cf Lundgren

1972, p. 19-80). In order to mirror our basic thinking I will

very briefly touch on some basic problems and notions.

Curriculum Theories

A survey of curriculum theories is a thorny undertaking (cf

Beauchamp 1961, 1968, Poshay & Beilin 1969, Johnson 1967). The

field suffers from a lack of accurate definitions and a lank

of common nomenclature. A series of theories within the social

sciences, when placed in an educational context, have been cal-

led curriculum theories. The problem is even nore troublesome

when making international comparisons, when abstracting over
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the general cultural development (cf Bellack 1969). In order

to identify the critical points frca our aspect I will just point

on some features within curriculum theories developed in U3A. The

reader should have in mind that this discussion is done from the

horizon of an European researcher. In order to identify some lines

of thought within curriculum theories I will first touch on the

notion o:

In a theory, we abstract and reduce information reduce various

events to concepts that explain how the events are interrelated.

As an abstraction, theory is dependent on how well the various

concepts are delimited and on how unambiguous they are, as well

as on to what extent the relations are formalized. (cf Kerlinger

1964, p. 11, 1969, p. 1127, Brodbeck 1963).

What distinguishes one theory llout a phenomenon from another

is the way of looking on the structure of the phenomena. On one

hand we can define the structure through describing its parts and

explaining the relation between the parts. On the other hand we

can define the structure as a system of transformations. The first

way is represented most within behavioral sciences (cf Zetterberg

1965). The other way is the essence of structuralism (cf Piaget

1968). For the sake of this discussion it is easiest to start with

the first notion, I will later on develop the discussion over to

the other notion. The central concepts then distinguish different

theories from each other (cf Russell 1948). These concepts could

be called miniterms (Zetterberg 1965). If a tneory is empirically

verified, the miniterms oust be expressed in observational variab

les strategic variables (Aliardt 1970).

Vie may consider two further aspects of the csoncept of theory.

Each theory is intended to explain one or riore experienced pheno

mena. Thus, the theory determines how the phenomena shall be in

terpreted, that is, that a theory sets forth not only the rela

tions postulated as existing between different concepts, but also

the meaning or value of these concepts (ci Radnitzky 1968 b).

Another aspect is to regard theories from the standpoint of the

method used in setting them up (cf Rudner 1966). Simply stated,

we nay here speak of two different scientific traditions for

Gaining knowledge (cf Radnitzky 1968 a,b) a humanistic and

a naturalistic tradition.
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By curriculum theories I will here on :lean systematic. relations

between different concepts as to why the teaching shall have a

certain content and why it shall be carried out in a certain way.

Thus the curriculum tells what the teaching shall i-elude and how

it shall be carried cut, a curriculum theory is th,, rational ex-

planation of why. Prom this standpoint one way of surveyinc the

literature is to start on a meta level. Herrick ez Tyler (1950),

Bcauchamps (1961, 1968) and 7ohnson (1967) have brilliantly done

this. Their surveys are concept-)a1. analysis that brng out the

components on which a curriculum theory should be based. Likewise,

Maccia and coworkers (1963) have built a model ba7..ed on concepts

taken from information theory and system theory. But these works

do not attempt to explain how curriculum planners "prefabricate"

the concepts and how they are interrelated. Another way of app-

roaching the problem is frol-, the standpoint of theory building and

thereby on an epistimological level. On an abstract level I will

here allude to two groups of theories. One approach is through

the values underlyinr!I curriculum decisions, which represents a

more humanistic tradition, another is by way of actual informa-

tion on how people behave and why, which represents a more natura-

listic research tradition. I will call these approaches philosop-

hically oriented theories and theories based on behavioral scien-

ces, in order not to excluae other fundamental ways of approaching,

but to indicate the exi:-.ting traditions.

The philosophically oriented theories (cf Lundgren 1972, p. 31)

are based on assumptions as to value and use deductions to arrive

at a program. This line is represented by prescriptive normative

theories (of Dworkin 1959, Cronin 1961). The usual way of descri-

bing these theories is to describe the concrete types of curriculum

they have led to (cf Sandven 1949, Strdmnes 1954 and Harbo 1967).

Another path is to seek out the basic theoretical principles they

follow (cf Wynne 1964) or the purely philosophical. currents they

represent (cf Brameld 1965, p. 21). Since Dewey's time, a mass of

philosophically oriented theories of this type has sprung up.

Braneld's (1956, 1965) reconstructionist curriculum theory, Brou-

dy's (1961) "realistic" theory and Phenix' (1964) science orien-

ted theory are three examples of different types of theory pre-

sented during the past two decades (cf Bjorndal 1969).



ic shall leave aside the assumptions of values these theories

build on; and concentrate on the underlying principles for the

11(2uc.... The assumptions come from an analysis of the social

ultural environnent of which education is a part; or from

basjo iclec,s on the structure and no%ning of knowledge. Fre:.: these

)tions; the theories are formed as logical nonipulations of

the given assumptions. Tnc assumptions may be true or false; but

th theory stands or falls with the process of deduction. wf.th

very 2cw exceptions in nest works within this field the basic a.e-

sui.ipticns are never clearly given. Nielsen (1970) has sharply o'.

tized .lost theories of this type exactly on this basis, ":31At as-

sumptions that are to form the basis for pedagogic consequences;

arc hardly ever so well defined that any unambiguous conclusions

can be drawn from them". (Nielsen1970; p. 25).

Another basis for critically evaluatirs Lhese theories is whether

they are relevant for educational planning today; and their possi-

ble importance for changing the orientation of education. If vie

regard the curriculum as a part of the enculturation process of

the society; they seem relatively difficult to imply. Education

has changed meaning and its orientation is steered by political

values.

This change can be described on two levelsi a social (cf Coombs

1967) and an economical (Denison 1967; Blaug 1966). An increasing

part of the resources of society are allocated to education. This;

in turn; has led to a more corscious planning of the educational

system as well as to demands for functional theories on which

revisions and reforms can be based (cf Dahllof 1971 b).

This change in the popular conception of education makes the philo-

sophical oriented theories seem rather to be contributions to the

debate on social and cultural problems than scientific theories.

What is needed are analyses of the expression that political deci-

sions find in different curriculum programs; as well as empirical

analyses of the demands now made on curriculum content (cf Dahilof

1963). Such cirtical analyses must take up not only the process

of deduction built on political evaluations. They must also ana-

lyze how different resources offer alternatives and how these al-

ternatives can be measured against the evaluation. In turn; this

necessitates information on how different resources limit the

possi5le directions the teaching process nay take.



The second group of curriculum theories a:-.0 a mixed croup built

around principles for carrying out the teaching. Bjorndal (1969,

D. 85) in a survey, calls them "rational theories" and paints out

thnt during the past two decides curricula have been deeply in-

fluenced by theories developed in neighbourtnr sciences. :.fter

the school reforms of the late 1950's (cf Goodlaa '9642 1S6)2

this type of curriculum thinking; has dominated the f'_ old (cf

sow & Deeper 1962, Hertth 1964). As for more comer' ensive theerie::

or models, the work of Tyler (1950) and Taba (1952, 1951) have

been of basic importance. These theories often criginat, in various

psychological theories on processes of learning and coglition. A

curriculum thus springinc from this well cultivated ga:.den ::ust

include both the basic psychological theories and a fund (I knew-

ledge making it possible to transplant them to the scUol yard.

The basic question is whether this transformation i3 possible (cf

MacDonald 1965). /1::%mrally it is possible, as long as the teaching

situation is not limited by tine and includes only one teacher

and one pupil. If this is not so, the recommendations must be made

in relation to knowledge as to how teaching is formed when it in-

volves more than one pupil and the time available for it is limi-

ted. Since teaching does not permit unlimited tine and one-teacher

- one-pupil relationship, this typo of model must, if it is to be

developed into educational theory, be extended the help of

a model over relations between factors that MI .0 teaching

process (cf Smith 1967).

The need for comprehensive and empirically based theories i3 also

clearly felt by nost researchers (cf Goodlad 1960, p. 196, .72oshay

& Beilin 1969, p. 276, Hawthorne 1971, Eisner 1971). We mny also

ask: what influences have different curriculum thecries and tlleries

en learning had on instruction iii the clasoroe:.? Obvieuoly t:cy

'lave been imp.rtelrkt but th(: answer given by Hoetker & Ahlbrand

(1969) in their analysis of teaching during the half century Gi-

ves a pessimistic view. One answer seems to be possible to base

in(the fact, that most theories with few exceptions are not empi-

rical tested. Instead; they have been built on different hidden

assunptions of what teaching is (cf Jackson 1966).

Educational research has a long empirical tradition for studies

on the effects of different treatments (cf Campbell & Stan1Q

1963), and for analyses of individual differences and learning
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atIllty 1967;. thsc i.lok a tl.0.%4%.1:_ers...

':aso ths tr2atr.clts are t: forne(1 nnc'

methods for how they are co f,escribed.

Ci:nbach & Snow 1969, :3racht 1970 Gue'cafsson 1171; Zro:::

mlothcr rmint of dopartl.re i0.5.0e,-4 the questi:', ol ;or

elalyzing the teaching process (c2 :a1'.oq 197)).

iu+ to get satisfactory -La :.' r:.nc:rcr t.11uvoc-

tical approach. This i Vac hv..) thc

where I want to fit in ovr cc!Yierr.1 model anl appreae11.

Classroom Discourse Anal,,sis

The main problem does not lie in ths descriptiolL pe Sc.

Descriptions of teaching does not move vs away fron rrcscr41-

tive models, if not the basic relations between 1Theo:IT r=n2

observation is explained (of Gowin 1972, Striven 1972). rills

basic problom concerns what purPose thecrie,

going to serve as well as what ideals of science we pro

aiming at.

We have a very strong empirical tradition in which tcachini;

processes have been empirically studied. This research

has developed from difforent purposes and differebt needs.

Very early the evaluative purpose has been basic (0! Tedley

n mitzto 1963) and steering. This motive has been central and

has also turned the practical implications early toward tct:cher

education and training (cf Anidon & Hough 1967, Flanders 1970,

Smith 1971, Gage 1972, Dunkin a Biddle 1973). The developuent

of different systems for analysis has mainly been nourished

from existing research lines within psychology ard social

psychology (cf Thelon 1951, Bellack 1967: Westbury & BelLack

1972, Dunkin & Biddle 1973). Other researchers have :10o)cerl

upon classroom discourse analysis as instruments to bridco

the gap between philosophical and psychological theories ar.0

educational practice (cf smith 1967, Smith & MOU% 1962).

Surveys of research and systems for analysis are May (of ;Ent-

hall 1970, Simon & Boyer 1970, Westbury & Bellacic 1972: Ga(:e

1972, Lundgren 1972, ncHaughton 1972: Bellack 19TS,

& Biddle 1973).
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;f1,:ore.:lical :_nre for the 2yste,...s of analysis t: ce-.t'ra?

(of lel1ac2: 196C. One charactictic this

is that moat studies have been in ^i:. lc

(cf 1y717) notf..;;:i9 about the rylation

.10:,earch pr-bl n9 have t (_

rro..ens for o,oervation. Tr order unierrtar'. -hy2

of anai:,,;. ba-ve be,11 avo..z.d

0:1,! .)ften forc..k: t:.:ac:c i.aruenco:: tc

7:14-..ir various rc-,carch Gros; s. I wil: fer cn

o)posie ::esitio in mite relattor ber;enn o:serva::,:en2

in 1,11:.ch :10 no wey in which el_( can .2

Lhe uf one crucial th,crz by cbsc,rvat.:.ons 'user:I.:Jed in

i at lanr;ua.:N ef another". (Scriven '9722 p. 118). But will ac-

centuate in the discussion this ear:1)1ex ..;roblem. :bvioully

i.,...:Aieates that every researcher has to explicitly describe the

theoretical assumptions that 22..II.t..ori lie before any obscaton.

This pinpointing of the relation between theory and observation

means as a consequence that an analytical dileussion of research

lines nust concentrate on basic theoreticll lonce..-ts. 1 rz. here

forced to concentrate the discussion and will therefore just in

in two basic different research lines.

Or on:. hand wo have an overwhehaLag mass of studies with obs%rva-

tion systems based on psychological and social psychological con-

cep nn.d thereby theories. Ashner & Gallagher's (1962) study

illuntrates a psychologically oriented study. The approach used

by :le Stanford Group (Gage 1972, Gage et al 1972) represent a

1:asic reductiJnistic ideal that principally can be classified

int.) thi s group. We have two research lines based on social

theorizing. On one hand we have interaction analysis, which

,:manat, from the Chicago school of thought and has been succes-

sively developed by researchers as Anderson (1939)2 Wthall (1949),

Flanders (1965: 1970) and Anidon (Anidon & Hough 19672 Amidon a

Hunter 1967, Anidon 1970). On the other hand there is or,e line

based on dyadic analysis and role theory (Adqms & Biddle 1070,

Cood & Brophy 1969, Power 1971).

The second nain Group has another theoretical base. nrls reo:r1rch

ano is represented by two groups of l'esearchers; Smith n ncln:

(1962) and Bollack et al (1966). Smith & Ileum have another por-
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s)oetive 921 the role of the observatim systems. Instcad of

building the system fro: a priori assvnptions taken over fron

other sciences, they try to build up a theoretical franc, from

which leads a norc structuralized way of describing teaching.

:Mc_ main task is to identify acts and operations which :-ive a

logical .caning to teachin,;. Tcacning is looked upon an a social

phenomenon (cf Westbury 1972) a system of acts with an az;ent,

a a situation and factors that to sone extent control the

situation. With these concepts as miniterms a model is built

which concentrates on describing hew the teaching structure is

developed as a consequence of the acts of the agent.

Dellack et al (1966) have a similar basic idea, but are starting

from the concept of ganc (Wittgenstein 1958). The structure of the

teaching is here in teals of rules. In both these ideas

I will interpret the impottes of a structuralistic thinking in

which the teaching is lokked upon as a series of transformations

(cf Piaget 1968).

A further development and integration of these works points also

in a direction, which is approaching on a cursory level the ideas

developed within social antrcnoly (cf LeviStmuss 1971). Very

close to this is a more linguistic approach, Which has been tou

ched upon by Biddle Adans 1970 (ef also Adams 1972, Michel

1972, MeNaughton 1972).

These two basic research lines are Iron ny point of view impor

tant to keep separate, and I will later on return to some further

distinctions of consequence for our nodel.

During the sixties studies in classroom teaching process increa

sed very rapidly. In cone respects the expectrtions were veri op

timistic (ef Gage 1972). The main relations to he establi-hed were

between on one hand presage variables and the process and on the

other hand process variables and outcome (cf Dunkin & fiddle 1973).

The descriptive conparative studies over tine and school systens

(cf Hoetker & Ahlbrand Bellack 1973) seen to have given birth

to the most interesting questions. The sunnaries made over relations

between groups of variables are more frustrating (cf Rosenshine 1970,
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Rosenshine & Furst 1971, nesenshinc 1972, Gage 1972,

Biddle 1973). In lack of commm basic concepts the studies are

difficult to compare, and when possible to compare, th-:, results

show few consistent patterns. The recommeadations for Avinc

this dilemma are many (cf Kallos 1933). Gage (1963) ver;

e -I:: argue for higher conceptualization of the 7:att(frns :ef

thinking. But in summin:: up the consequences a pessimistic tone

(Gage 1972) app,;c, . laanders (1969) points on the fret th::1-

nest studies hitherto are -.d3 rage

projects exist. The theoretical discussion has mostly been con

centrated around the relations between the concept of teaching

and the concept of learning. A reductionistic view of teaching

has been dominating. G :ith (1961, 1962, 1963, 1967) points on the

effects of this perspective in which the social phenomena of tea

ching is reduced to a behavioristic perspective. Konisar (1968)

argues from a logical standpoint that teaching always is aiming

towards learning. Mc Olellan (1972) has pointed on the relevance

of the term ends and means. Westbury (1972) argues brilliantly

for seeing this discussion on two levels. On one level the tea

ching process must be looked upon as a social phenomenon, which

must be studied in its own right. liundgren (1972) separates ana

lytically between two types of processes external processes and

internal processes that means that the pupil in one respect _rust

be looked upon as a part of a whole, and in another respect as

a whole, possible to analyze fntn different processes. In its

turn this moves the question of reduction away from the scene-

Two models for explanations must be built that are complementary,

but are not built with the sane .i.niterms. A theory based on

learning process gives no base for explaining how the student

through existing frames, goals and rules is exposed for learning.

:mother critical discussion has centered around the designs and

the statistical methodology. Travers (1972) argues for more ex

perLlental studies. Jackson (1966) in his theoretical distinction

between proactive and interactive phases gives arguments that are

contrary. On the same hand these distinctions and the further de

velopment mirror quite another perspective in which the undorstan

ding of the process is more underlined than a more deterministic

=planation. Rosenshine & Furst (1971) give four suggestions for

methodological improvement.
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In sone respects a research tradition has been established

that from my point of view seems tc move us away fro: t1:0 basic

theoretical questions and turn us into a methodological aiscus-

cion in which the phenemena of study is lost. The basic questions

are en quite another level. Just to take one example: are the

categories used possible tc quantify? Is the verbal utterance for

person A in situation 1 the sane as utterance for person B in

situation 1 or situation 2 or for the same person the moent after

the first utterance? In rclaticn to criterios for jud3ing

similarity; they are nct the same (cf Naess 1964),

To a great extent the internal oritizism of research ana sug-

estions for future research mirror clearest the basic ideas about

the phenomena under study and the rules for research. In thu sense

Kuhn (1962) uses the concept paradigm we can here identify very

simply paradigms. The research follows certain paradigms and the

researchers thereby have; what Wittgenstein calls aspectblind-

ness. Gage (1972) asks just this question; if not the development

within this field is following a hidden basic idea or a scientific

paradigm (cf Kuhn 1962) that are giving a false perspective of the

phenomena. But he stops here and interprets the notion ef scien-

tific paradigm in the sense of an internal research parallgns.

The recommendation he gives is; as a consequence of this; to more

strictly follow existing paradigms. Instead of recommendinr, ana-

lyses of basic principles and basic lines of thought in oracr to

discover the weak points ::.nd make a break through possible; he

refers to the way the natural f,ciences have gone into deeper and

finer elmaents. In fact; some natural sciences are going another

way back and up (ef Waddington 1971) in order to create the basic

systems and models. The preseLt situation has different canses;

that are difficult to map out. We have also simplified the dis-

cussion in order to just pinpoint the critical and strategical

problems. I will just allude to three eharacteristica within

existing research.

On the first hand the dominance of American research has estab-

lished certain normative elements. Elements that never have beer

pointed out by the researchers. This has led to the fact that

systems for analysis an seldom based on any explicit 6iven model

and therel7 "does not stem from any intrinsic qualities oy b-

havior; but rather is arrived frnr, the moral order. of American

culture". (Walker 1972; p. 41).



On the second hand most studies with few exceptions (cf Jackson

1966, Snith & Geoffrey 1968, Smith & Meux 1962, Bellack 1973),

have been pure emperistic. This empiricism has turned out in two

ways. On one hand through the uncomplicated ideas about the rela-

tions between theory and observation. On the other hand the norma-

tive role that has been given to psychology and social ps:ycholegy.

The problems of inquiry have often been derived from psychological

and social psychological theories and thus the concerts used hal-e

only indirectly a pedagogical relevance.

The third point for discussion is linked to the two former c.nd

can be labeled - the implicit explanation. Most researchers have

started with an Implicit explanation derived from the didactical

tradition and hidden in the concepts used. Chances in systems for

analysis seen often to have been done in relation to implicit cri-

terias, in relation to what the researchers think teachin;; is or

is not. These three simply stated characteristica an forminc the

»arm:11ga.

The research situation seems to need a step back and more careful

analyses of what has boon done, and why, and to what purpose, than

to new recommendations for another correlLtional fishing tril). To

sore extent thc. cristing trends in the discussion can be descri-

bed with an analogy taken from Koestler (1967). "The situation is

similar to building: a cathedral out of a mass of bricks F;ncl. asking

for better cut bricks than for a blue-print".
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The outlines of a theory

The theoretical model is on a high level simple. Dah11:5f (1967 a,

1971) has stated the basic ideas (of Dahllof w Lund,ren 1S;O,Dahl-

lof, Lundgren & Slot, 1971). We now its three components in a

paradigm:

r--

Frame Teaching Learning
1-factors

I

?recess Outcomo

Pig. 1. The br:sic parodig:

This paradigm expresses in a (,,eneral way the relations which

probably have guided most educational planners. The difference

between this model and others lies naturally in the definition

of the concepts and the assumed relatims (et-Lundgren 1972).

Our basic assumptions are given in the notions en the teaching

process. The teaching process is a steered process. A process

made of transformations having a position in time and a prolon-

gation in time. The key concepts are transformation, tine and

steering. A structured activity has always the form of a trans-

formation system. These transformations are regulated by rules.

These rules in their turn arc consequences of two main factors.

The frames given for the situation and the goals for the process.

v:ith frames I mean factors that limit the process - the organiza-

tion and size of the student group, physical locations etc. One

main factor that it is necessary to discuss separately is the

tine frame. The goals of the teaching steers the direction of the

Process and can in some aspects be described as frames (Lundgren

1972, cf Kallos 1973) even if this seems analytically and peda-

r;ogically unwise (cf Dahllof 1971 b).

Prom these basic distinctions we can develop our model in the

following way:

A. The teaching process is a system of transformations follow-

in;; a set f rules.

B. These rules are consequences of the organizational frames

and the time frame.

C. The meaning of the actions which define the tronsforlations

are steered by the intention of the participants and thereby

by the goals.



This ueans that the relation 'oetwoun frames and 7roeess cannot

be seen in a pure determin1,-tic wayc The francs steer to sone

extent the rules and make a process possible to exist or llot exist,

but from a set of frames we can just predict the rules, net the

actual process. In using the analogy Ti .;!"1 a GLme we can see the

frames as Give birth to some cc:no-I-al :,3cs. How the actual Game

develops within these rules is another Question. In answerinG that

question we have to analyze the meanie G of the ;7ame, what purpose

the players have. The other steerin6 aspect is t:-so refere t'co Goal

of the teaching process.

In applying this perspective w_ come very close to an onistomolo-

gical idea within linguistic (de.S-ussure 1916) and social authm--

pology (Levi-Strauss 1962). can here talk about two levels ac-

cording to de Sauss,re, "language" and "parole". LanG,lage is the

level on which we describe the rules. To follow these rules does

not imply that I an a "Good player". On the "pal-ole" lorel we can

talk about more meanin,7ful or effective ways of using; the rules.

In seeing the relations between teaching process and learning

outcome we have to analyze differences on the "parole" Level.

That means, that we have both to lokk upon the relation between

parts of the process, but also on the process as a whole. How the

different transformations correspond to goals and to the inten-

tion of the actors.

To analyze why Bobby Fischer, just to take a concrete illustra-

tion, is a more effective check player than Spasky is hot a ques-

tion of looking on the number of different moves, it is more a

question of how a strategy is followed, how different parts are

developed and the purposes and intentions with each move.

In seeing the relation between teaching process and outcome on

this level we have also some basic truistic assumptions about

learning, which means that we assume that learning takes time

and the person that is learning must be exposed to some informa-

tion.

This discussion does not give a total formalized thect:71 but o

set of concepts and interroJations between concepts that can be

analyzed on a empirical level.



To siuplify I concretizis the discussion in fig, 2.

L

Time

1
frame

A

Orcanizaticn
frames

\\.4

rules

Goals

Content

1V
Meaning

Teaching process

E
Learning
outcome

D

Ftg. 2. Paradigm over relation between rules and meaning in

relation to frame factors and learning outcome.

The actors of the process have been indicated within the paradigm.

The problem with representing theoretical ideas in paradirmJ is

obviously shown in comparing the discussion and its implications

with fig. 2.

The tested model

The next step is to find the strategical variables and to concre-

tizise the model in order to make it possible for empirical veri-

fications.

In the coming discussion there will be saue inconsistent parts.

This inconsistence is on one level clue to the problem of selec-

ting strategic variables in a complex system. A more obvious rea-

son on another more practical level is the research process it-

self. The theoretical ideas here presented were to some extent

before the empirical studies, but have to some extent been deve-

loped by the process. This will be clearly demonstrated in the

following.
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The first step in selecting strategical variables will be in

the frame factor croup. We will here use one varable the com

,poEition of the teaching group. The reason why goes back to the

star-An,' of our researcii.

The base model was developed as a consequence of a critical

overview of research on ability grouping made by Dahllof (1967, a,

1971). He found that research (cf Heathers 1969) had followed a

very simply paradigm, in which the composition of the class had

been the independent variable and simply tests of knowledge the

derp_ndent variable. Ho content validity studies in relation to

the actual teaching process we .c done. In having access to data

of the time for different curriculum units, Dahlldf could reana

lyze one earlio'r study (3vensson 1962). The results show a very

marked pattern and great differences between various groulis of

_Pupils. The interpretation of this study was turned over to a

discussion of the rclacion between frames and procue.ses (Dahllof

1 971 a,b).

In :%rder to further develop this basic model we ( Dahllof Lund
gren 1970) decided to concentrate on the composition of the class

in relation to ability as the first frame factor.

On -Gho process side we found it necessary according to our basic

theory to both follow the process for a long time on a macro level,

as won as to fellow tic teaching process in more detail in the

single classroom.

The evaluations turned out in the direction of combining a study

of the teaching process on a nacro level (extensive data) and en

a micro level (intensive data). On the micro level we tried to

analyze the nrocess in the first hand in relation to the basic

rules the teaching followed. In this respect we tried to apply

the system for analysis developed by Bellack et al (1966). In the

second hand we also tried to analyze the meaning of the single

parts of interaction by use of content classification and by

classification systems developed by Amidon & Hunter (1967) and

Bales (1950). On the macro level we left the pure rule identi

fying dea and tried to follow the process from the decisions

taken by the teachers in relation to goals and frames, as well

as how the experiences of the students changed as a consequence

of these decisions and their goals.



(n a data level we used in the extensive study a panel wit.!' iour

evostionnaires during one school yec.r (October, December, ::areh

and iTay) to the teachers in English, Mathematics, History, C;widish

2itorature and Civics. The tcachur were asked what they planned

to do lesson for lesson up to the time for the next questionnaisc.

The actual teaching, that had been carried out was also described

icoson for lesson for the time for the questionnaise before. This

desi',n made it possible to compare planned and actual teaching.

For students a panel of three questionnaires was used (October,

December and May) . On the intensive lelrel we sampled eight clan

ses during one semester in the teaching of mat'rxmatio An .)bscr

ver was used and the lessons were sampled out and taperecorded.

2ho study was carried out in the high school in grade 11. The

extensive study included 46 classes and the intensive study 57

lessons in eight classes. The results wore measured with stan

dardized knowledge tests.

In fig. 3 I have tried to schematize the design in relation to

model and type of data.

MODEL

Grouping
of L--2

students
1

ABILITY

TEST

DATA

TEACHING PROCESS

Panel of questionnaires
, Planned/actual teaching
D. Teachers Decisions
C. Student experiences

Eng. Civ. Hist. Math. Swell.
46 classes

intent
Observations

A. C
B. Pedagogical moves
C. Time/person

8 classes Math.
5i lessons

auTCCILE

3tandardized
Tests
of

knowledge
attitudes

Pig. 3. A paradigm on the tested model and types of data.
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The next step is how to establish the relations bet.veen the

organizational frames (the class composition according to stu-

dent ability) and different measures of the teaching process.

In order to do that, vie have started with eulting cut one dimen-

sion in lcoking upon the rules. Vie will do that from a pragmatical

aspect, the different pedagogical roles the studeu-,:s have in the

teaching process. With pedagogical role I mean the specific types

of action that each student in a class is involved in.

/4 The roles are defined in relation to the teachers' and the

students' perception of the goals and to the frames that

limit the process.

b) These limits mean that the students are interacting in diffe-

rent ways, but the more the frames limit the process, the more

different groups of pupils will be established that interact in

a similar way.

The concept of the steering group

In order to test our model we have to identify the pedagogical

roles. As we have no empirical knowledge of their existence, we

have to deduce som hypothesis from our theory:

Once again, for explaining why we have deduced certain 1-ypotheses

we have to go back to the earlier study that was interpreted by

Dahllof (1971 a). In the reanalyzing of research on ability grou-

ping Dahllof (1967 a, 1971 a) found a si2ilarity in the result

pattern. The time disposed on elementary curriculum units seemed

to covariate with the absolute value of 1-ic student between per-

centile 10-25 in relation to ge.ieral ability in each class.

This was interpreted as the teacher used this group of students

as a criterion group. ID -elation to elementary units in the curri-

culum these students formed one pedagogical group.

This can be theoretically interpreted in two ways. On one hand

we can see the forming of this group as an effect of the actual

frames and goals. This means that when studying different school

systems, the actual steering group will change. On ti:e other

hand we can interpret this as a fixed group. This means that the
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teacher always relates the coal level to the francs ana inter-

prets his educational role in n way that he always will steer

the process after the Group at about percentile 10-25.

These to interpretations make two extremes. The possible explana-

tion should be between. The actual steering group is varied, but

according to the teacher's interpretation of his role there are

limits for this varying. Phis means in its turn that we can set

up a hypothesis in which we will test if the process is steered

by the steering group ) percentile 10-25.

This value is loo",ccd upon as the best estimate. It does not mean

that in the single class this is the operational definition of

the steering group, but when comparing various classes, this is

the best estimate.

In fig. 4 we show a simple paradigm of the relation expended

in this hypothesis.

Total tine

Class composition
according to
student ability

SteeT5 group

Pic. 4. Paradigm over relations between frame factors, Goals,
steering group and teaching process.

The next step will be to pr ent the empirical data in order
lik

to verify the basic relation ierc assumed.
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Chapter 3. The onalzsis of extensive data

The extensive analysis had two purposes: one, to test and find

a methodnlogy for analyzing the teaching prooess from a comprehen

sive point of view; the other, t.) test our theoretical model.

The distinctive marks of the. Swedish school system and the

curriculum under study will not be discussed here (cf Lundgren

p. 8595). These features are obviously of importance for design,

analysis and interpretation, but an much as possible I will try

to discuss the onalysis on a more general level. Descriptio:is of

data and discussion of reliabiiities, validities and response

rates is also left out and I refer to the final report.

I.:ethodolo

The design we used data from questionnaires collected according

to a panel method caused a series of problems that were diffe

cult to foresee during the early planning phases.

The use of panel data causes statistical problems in both descrip

tion and analysis (cf Coleman 1964). The first is the question of

which parameters are deterred in the descriptions.

In an educational system thc populations undergo successive changes.

The individuals in the classes being studied do not remain constant.

Teachers become ill and are replaced by substitute teachers having

a different education, experience and background. Pupils leave

school or move another district. Both the number of individuals in

the classes studied and the structure of the classes change cons

tantly. In this situation it is almost impossible to speak of des

cribing a "population". Instead we have preferred to see this prob

lem as a question of educational systems. In order to draw conclu

sions from a study of this type that can be useful for the teaching

in another system, the thing to look for is rather similarities

in the prevailing conditions and in the type of changes that are

affecting the individuals concerned.

Vie have therefore tried to avoid discussing parameters or repro

sentativity for the individuals being studied, by not seeing them
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as parts of a plausible population. Instead we have tried, in

our descriptions, to find the strategic variables in the condi

tions for which the educational system was created, what prin

cfplcs the curricula follow, how thcy arc constructed and what

qualities the teachers and pupils have. Vie assuned that those

who answered our four questionnaires were representative for the

croup being educated in that school at that particular time.

;.n other preblem was to analyze the chances that occurred with

the paseng of tine. The attitudinal chances we found fro:: ono

occasion to another, nay be the result of actual changes of atti

tude, but also of short comings in the instruments. We have not

natio any reliability studies of the individual change too deeply,

and concentrated instead on what was systematic in these chances

and on whether the chrrIces have theoretical and conceptual vali

dity. The result of each individual question has therefore been

interpreted with caution.

We have a mass of information on human behavior to work with.

We have tried vainly to 30C the trends and patterns in it, partly

in order to discover whether the primary relations on which our

model is built will hola, and partly in order to lead the more

detailed intensive analyses. Two ways of analy7inG this data are

open to us. One is to do detailed statistical analyses of the

various Groups of variables and individuals variables; at each

step cf the analysis, other variables would be controlled. Such

a detailed analysis must then correspond to a precise theoretical

model and to welltested instruments. In our case, the model is

more of a rough sketch, and there are no earlier methods for ana

lyzing the teaching process to fall back on. To analyze this in

formation in detail would not be of much use. Vie therefore deci

ded to try another way, of making rather rough analyses of trends

to trace the direction of the relations and the results of diffe

rent variables, in order to test which arc strategic.

A first test of the stecriala,amaLlapothesis

To test our model we need a reasonable variation among the vari

ables included in the model. The curriculuu must be the sane for

all classes but the organizational francs should vary. We worked

wfth the academic lines high school, which have a very narrow
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variation in the comp.:sition of the classer;. When the students

were channeled into different study lines, the size of thc mate

rial available to us decreased. The subjects have different struc

tures, which causes variation in Ilescribing the content and in

the :Units set by this descri:?tion. The textbooks have also varied.

the material we obtained is compared t) the theoretical model

sec if we can use the material for testing, the prognosis 13

not too cood. If the relations between frame factors and teachinc,

process apps -,r, the mocl Teu1,1 have high validity.

ire aze working with a series of different independent variables,

where the material is not sufficiert to brinr out the sc:?arate

constellations of variables. In spite of this, the statistical

work we have done shows that the model can be further developed

theoretically, and we interpret this to mean that it has a cer

tain strength. It is ylssible to bring out thc principal rela

tionships.

1,1 thc classes in which P reaches a high level, and in the clas
s

ses in which it is on a low level, the textbook seems to have a

!.;reater steering function for the teaching process than in clas

ses on a middle level. In these two cases, the planned teaching

also agrees to a greater extent with thc actual teaching. This

happens when 7e define the teachinc process as the time spent on

units. If we seek an explanation in the teacher's decisions, the

stAlarity between Pshigh and Pslow can be interpreted as fol

lows. Each unit can subjectively be split into elementary or basic

parts, and advanced partc. By subjectively we mean that this split

is not expressly stated in the curriculum, but that the teachers

understand that such a split actually exists, and even if they

classify elementary and advanced parts somewhat differently, they

see it as releVant for then. In addition the curriculum states,

in the section on nethonJ, that the teacher shall see to it that

the whole class master:7 a "core" of the content. When the teaching

process is seen as curriculum units taking a certain tulount of

time, the tin c spent on each curriculum unit is about the salic

for" classes having a P croup at either a high or a low level.

But within these units the time on elementary and advance parts

of units varies. Classes having a Ps at a low level are assumed

to spend more of their tine on the elementary parts. The thing

that confirms this assumption is that the teacher feels that the



entire class must ma:-.ter the elemeriary parts, while it is c.lou6h

if a certain croup :.he advanced parts. In other classes,

other decisions are nc:cQszary. Teac:1(rs of classes having a P,

at a low level may at an earl:: sta:;e of the planning decide to

leave out certain parts of the content and to take up other parts

in less detail. These early and gcnera3 decisions make it possi-

ble for the teaching prorless to fellow the teacher's planning

with a minimum of hitches,

In the other classes, the decisions will come successively. Here,

the teacher makes a series of decisions which are different on

different parts of the course and occur at different times. The

teacher makes three types of decisions. Firstly, he may lower the

goal for certain parts of the course. Secondly, he may exclude

certain parts of the content. Thirdly, lie may let a certain group

of pupils lag behind. The first two types of decisions ire thus

linked to what the teacher considers to be advanced parts. Through

lack of time, the content steers the teaching process and the text-

book becomes captain.

This is a very general summary of the results we have presented

and must not be seen as anything else. Each statement we have made

refers to the discussion in the final report (Lundgren 1972). Our

expla42.tion rests on a very dynamic model, and each relation is

anchored in th:. original model. We may summarize this in the folio-.

'ming paradigm.

Paradivn of the principal relations between the steering voup's steering of
the teaching and the teacher's decisions on planned and actual instruction.

Pit ;. 5.
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The teaching me:6hods vcry litt:e. The dominating teaching pattern

is the traditional classroom instruction. But within subjects it

varies. In table 1 is Si7071 ":1c total relative amount of time spent

on traditional classroom -,1;.truction according to the teachers'

estimation.

Table 1. The relative anotInt of time used in the different sub-

jects trf:Aitional class instruction. In percent.

Eng. Mist. Enth. Civics Sw. Total

81 63 26 59 38 73

This can be interpreted in two ways. Firstly, it may mean that

the method is adapted only to a certain group of pupils (ps), and

thus varies very little. :secondly, it may mean that the teacher

chooses the method with which he is most familiar; he does this

because he does not have the time to adapt the instruction indi-

vidually over and above what is possible in the verbal instruc-

tion in the classroom situation.

Individual instruction means, strictly speaking, a variation of

the teaching methods, and that the teacher has time to spend on

each pupil. If time is limited in relation to content and teaching

aids are few, the teacher has no time to use any other method than

classroom instruction: he is thus forced to use the verbal in-

struction for adapting the teaching to the specific pupils. It

follows that this steering of the content ought to mean that the

less time there is available, the less possibility the teacher

has of adapting the verbal instruction to each individual pupil.

- certain differentiation will then occur in the way the teacher

treats different pupils or groups of pupils in the class. "ae have

shown that, as time goes on, the content governs the instruction

more and more. The closer the class comes to the end of the school

year, the more the teacher is forced to let the content steer the

instruction. This steering of the teaching by the content means

that the pupils experience the teaching as different from what it

was at the beginning of the 5erm. Their interest in it dics some-

what down. Interestingly enough7 we can see a certain trend in
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their conception of ;he way ;hey are being treated. mho lac:: of

tine causes the teacher to diffureatiate the instruction :(2 is

giving the class. Some nuni.1:; are allowed to take part more often,

others less often. This relation apneLrs if we regard the pupils'

reports on how often they are allowed to take ,?art in classroom

instruction, as being an effect of the teacher's questions. On

the other hand, there is not 2111e seme difference L.,-.. to their own

initiated participation.
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Chapter 4. The analysis of intensive data

Eight classes were followed during one semester in the teaching

of Mathematics. The lessons were sampled out. Neither the teacher

nor the students knew the observer was coming. In all 57 lessons

were observed and taperecorded. Every lesson was mimeographed.

The analytical unit used was the single verbal utterance (In some

instances single nonverbal messages were coded). This analytical

unit was defined with small modifications in the same way as the

pedagogical move in the Bellack system (Bellack et al 1966).

The observer seemed to have little influence on the teaching

accor3ing to the interviews with the teachers. There are two rea

sons for this. Firstly, most classes in Witeborg have continued

visits for student teachers because a Teachers College is situa

ted in the city. Secondly, the observer was young and probably

merged early into the class.

The classifications of the classroom communication

The analytical unit is the pedagogical move. We have used the

definition with small modifications, given by Bellack et al (1966).

To the four basic moves we have added a fifth move, HEP, which is

coded when individual help is given and just_one student is in

volved.

The move is the smallest unit. In the extensive investigation,

we classified the content of each lesson. We then divided each

lesson into themes. theme is a longer sequence of moves with a

common content. The themes are to some extent comparable to the

division into "teaching strategies" made by Smith & Meux (1962

cf Chapt. 4), but they are classified mainly on the basis of

content.

The themes are primarily developed around common parts of the

content. They may be seen as a microunit of a teaching unit

a certain content that is common for one sequence of the commu

nication. The term "strategy" means that the development of this

content follows a certain logic or pattern. By the term "theme"

we wish to distinguish the classification on the content from
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the pattern of pedagogical movc:s within each themv. In ,tnaJyzing

the '.,hemes we look ftt vrIlich patterns or strategies are follovod .

divfded ea oh leoson into thcmes. Th,J colacIlt in each thecae is

classffied from hc begi.2niing, but 'icscribed verbally, e.g.

fillLni; in at cards, individ=7, work with cxercisc no 86

ctc. :. ?rem these dscri-ot%on'; -fe maee c. classification in seven

main themeT.

c
1. Themes, not subject- relevant and not

Hot subject-relevant relevant for the tasks of blie teacher (NOS)

2. Clo,,sroon monagement iCUrL)

3. Going through theory (TEO)

r 4. Coing through typo examples (2Yr)

5. Working with exerefscs (EXE)
Subject-relevant ..,\

6. Examination and control of homework
or written tes (CON)

7. Going through and preparation of
\ homework or written test (GIV)

The themes are developed by longer sequences of moves (cf also

Flanc:ers 1965, p. 22, Gallagher 1970 a). Certain problems occur

when we distribute the main themes into subject-relevant or not

subject-relevant. Individual moves within a subjectrelevant

theme may he net subject-relevant, for instance, when a pupil

asks the teacher for permission to turn on the light. In this

ease; the move is not regarded as an individual theme. In order

to get a check on the relevance of the individual moves to the

-ubjcct of mathematics, we have classified each move as subject-

relevant or not.

The above example (permission to turn on light) may in some cases

cause a longer sequence of verbal moves to appear that does not

belong to the classified theme. Therefore we have divided each

them:, into three types:

1. Whole themes (WOT)

2. Interrupted themes (INT)

3. Interrupting themes (ITT)

Interrupted themes occur when the class is working on a certain

content and something happens that interrupt this, work. The 4nter-

ruption is only temporary and the theme is resume() later on. 70
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classify this as an interrupted theme with a theme inserted. A con-

crete example: The class is working with a type-example. Ohe pupil

arrives late, the teacher talks with him, whereupon the work is resu-

med. Classified, this would mean theme TYP of type INT followed by

main theme CLM of type ITT, then main theme TYP of type In continues.

The classification into themes constitutes a comprehensive classifica-

tiOn of the communicat.I.on as to content. As often as possible we have

also classified the individual theme, when it is subject-relevant, in

reference to the textbook. The themes form a link between the classi-

fication of the teaching process in the extensive investigation and

the analysis of the verbal communication in each class in the inten-

sive investigation.

We have three basic concepts in analyzing the rules of the teaching:

a) the pedagogical moves;

b) chains of moves for one message. Pedagogical cycles;

c) themes;

Every move has been classified in the following way:

1. Class. Observation and number on move.

2, Theme.

3, Sender.

4, Receiver.

5. Verbal/not verbal move.

6. Called for.

7, Type of move (STR, SOL, RES, REA and REP).

8. Subjectrelevant/not subject-relevant.

9, Logical and rating.

Logical is divided into:

Analytic Empirical Evaluative process

Treating information Interpreting (INT) Explaining (XPL) Justifying (JOS)

Giving information Defining (DEF) Fact stating (FAC) Opining (0PN)

Rating is divided into:

Positively toned

Positive (POS) Admitting (ADM)

Negatively toned

Qualifying (QAL) Not admitting (HAD)

Positive/Negative (PON)

Admitting/Not admitting (AON)

10. Extralogical process (PRF, DIR)

11. VICS.

12. Activity.

13. Bales' category system.

14. Duration of the move in seconds.

15. Time between moves in seconds,

Repeating (RPT)

Negative (NEG)
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Fig. 6. Summarizes the different classifications in a sketch,
showing the relations between the systems.

Bales'

category system

Curriculum
Goals Content

Textbook
Content Sequence

Planned and

actual teaching

Main theme

I
Themes

11 1 1 14 lel
Pedagogical moves

Logical meaning
111111111-14# III

Rating
Ili flif ilti11111

Time

Ilitts1111144 1 1

sender and receiver

MS : Teachers'

activities

Fig. 6. A sketch of the systems of classifications
and the relations between them.

We will not here discuss the reliability of coding (cf Lundgren

1972, p. 247-255) but mention that they in comparison to other

studies have about the Game values.

A second test of the steerina.group hypothesis

The operational definition of the "steering group" is the pupils

in percentile 10-25 as to ability. Again I will point out, refer
ring to the earlier discussion, that this is an estimate when

comparing different classes.
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There is a marked variation in the number of moves per lesson in

the eight classes. We shall look at how this variation changes in

accordance with the variation in four values for the class. Firstly,

in the whole class as to ability; secondly, in the average value

for the pupils in the 1st quartile; thirdly, in average value ior

the pupils in percentile 10-25; and fourthly, for the standard'?

deviation.

Table 2. Correlations (Spearman's rank correlation) between
number of moves per lesson and the average value of
the class, the average value for pupils in the 4th
quartile and the average value for pupils in percen
tile 10-25 as to ability. (N = 8),

Average value Average value Average value
1st quartile Percentile 10-25

SD

r
s

.31 .81 .88* .7634

range 10.52 11.00 13.83 8,07

From now on we shall mark significant values with an asterisk.

The level of significance is 5 %.

The estimate used seems to some extent to be wise. But the diffe

rence between the 1st quartile and the 10-25 percentile is small.

Anyhow, this table shows a strong evidence in favour of verifying

the hypothesis of the steering group.

In the next step we have within each theme, within each class,

counted the relative number of each category classified and corre

lated this with the absolute level of the steering group.

Before we present and interpret these relations, we shall look

at how many significant correlations there were and what they mean.

For the correlations that have been obtained for the different main

themes we see that they are not distributed at random. 16 ' of the

correlations that were calculated for different categories within

themes were significant. Of all correlations for the total classes,

28 % were significant on the 5% level. The other correlations, even

if not significant, are high, and we can see a fairly consistent

pattern when comparing the various systems used. In order to get

an overall picture, we sum up these results in two columns. On



the right we show the po:Ative correlations, i.e. behaviors that

increase with the P value, and on the left the negative correla-

tions. The solid lines indicate significant correlations.

Negative correlation, Categories Positive cogitations

Verbal moves
Subtect-refevance .69

Pupdinitiated.64

.55 - - - - STR
SOL
RES 138

REA .50
HEP.80

.26 --- STRindiated cycles
SOLindiated cycles .93

.62 - - - - - -- 1. ST R
.21 -- 9, STR ,SOL,RES. REA

.60 21 SOL .

6322 SOL, ASS
24 SOL. REA
26 SOL. RES. REA 64

.38 -- - - - Defining (DEF)
65Interpreting 1INT)

Factstating (FAC) .-- - - .24
Explikung (XPL)

.45 - - - - -- Opining (OPN)
.38 - - - - Justifying (JUS)

Positive feting (MS) .79

Admitting (ADM) - .21
33 - - Repeating (RPT)

.58 - - - - - - Qualifying (ORL)
Not admitting (HAD) -- .14

.49 - -- Negative rating (NEG)
.61 PON

RON4
.29 --- PRF

DIR --- .29
Substantivelogical meaning - - 44
InstrUCtiOnilltOgical meaning - - - --- .69

.61 AON 4* PON
-07 Eetralogic.al

36 - - - - - DEF
INT 81

F AC

XPL - -.26
.36 - - - - - OPN
36----- JUS

POS 71.

ADM -.02
.50 - - - --- RPT

.53 CAL
NAD . 01
NEG.68

Pig. 7. Correlations between the steering group's ability
level and verbal behavior. Cognitive dimension.
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Fig. 8. Correlations between the steering group's ability
level and verbal behavior. Affective dimension.

It is apparent that as the value for the steering group streng-

then the rules described with the Bellack system and the teaching

pattern becomes predictable. The teacher's role becomes more that

of a discussion leader than that of a lecturer. The communication

pattern in the classroom seems to become more fluid - the recita-

tion pattern increases. The student gets the role of responder -

his reactions decrease and the teaching is less often interrupted.

The climate in the class becomes more positive and the teaching

style more indirect.

In interpreting these results in relation to the basic theory we

are to some extent in trouble. This illustrates our earlier dis-

cussion about the research process and the development of a theory.

We have obviously not the same perspective in empirically descri-

bing the process as used in the theoretical discussion. Anyhow,
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tay.e pof.nts comnarison. .;aud ;;hr' i2"-0773.0%v-

tier here ce...ven very well the

eve.: if on some .)arts suspicions can be raised. In eext. stet

of the analysis 1..e will eL.yhor sterngthen our fi,.'i?Als ar: tiezeIK:

sfgnf.ficant pa:;.e of the theor.-.

The role of tha :lteerinie

Ve have 2.(Intified the vapils in percentile 10 2c1, .13 f'!.t.1.;('-

tual ability. as the steering group. .r'-a eole lc the3 pla c

communication? Prom the stanflpeint of the theeretfef,1 meeiel -r

set en, this role is ccpsciall-7 promine:..17 in the rteisied:e. 20e.

oae unit to the next. We cannot divide the coarlu.liea-,,ion in%o D:n.-

seo, since we are working within the time-frame for one t...(ljt. Ho.

weer, we should be able to proceed from the fact that, ir te'jrc,

up different parts of this unit, the teacher uses the steurins

group as a criterion. To a certain extent, this has been confir-

med by the proceeding analyses. The next question is whether the

steering groan differs from other pupils in frequency of partici-

pation, and what role P plays in the communication. Table 3 shows

for each class the average value of frequency for these pupils

versus the class as a whole. In this comparison, the pupils con

stituting the steerini; group are included in the class. We there-

fore minimize the differences.

There are no differences for senders. In h'Ilf 0. tha clesses,

the pupils in the steering group 'rave on an average more moves

than the class as a whole, and in the rest of them the /mnils

in the steering Group have fewer MOV03 than the class itself,

For receivers, however; there is a difference, even yaoupeh it

is small. In six classes; t!ic pulAls in the steering group are

more often receiv.-2:-.-0 than the class on the average; :ad in

classes we get the opposite nroportior.,.



Average value of number of moves for the pupils in the steering group and
for the class as a whole.

Class

Sender Receiver

Ps Class P,

1 1.7 3.4 7.7 6.9

2 8.3 15.5 12.8 23.9

4 32.0 27,2 42.0 35.7

5 10.0 30.4 12.0 36.2

6 25.8 22.0 35.0 29.7

7 7.3 6.9 13.0 12.2

8 15.5 10.6 18.0 15.1

9 10.3 12.1 18.3 14.7

These. two classes have the ranks 1 and 3 for the value for the

steering group. Totally, the steering group has a higher number

of moves as receivers, than the other pupils. It is above all as

receivers that the steering group differs from the rest of the

class. Table 4 shows the differences in pedagogical moves between

the steering group and the whole class. Here we have used a Chi`

and used the distribution for the class as a whole as expected

values. As observed value we have used the distril!Ution of move.-;

for the pupils in the steering group. In this way, we reduced

the possibilities of differences, as the pupils in the steering

group also became part of the class as a whole.

Table 4.

Distribution of significant Ctli2 when testing distribution of pedagorical
moves between the steering group and the class as a wtfole. Lew: of
significance 5 %.

Class Sender Receiver

1 sign.

2

4 sign. sign.

S

6 sign.

7 sign. sign.

8 sign. sign.

9 sign.

Tot sign. sign.
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We get the same result :lore az for frequency of participation.

:o Lally, we get a significant variation for both senders and

receivers. Within classes, there is a variation for receivers.

The same two classes that differed in freguency of participation

earlier, show no siz:nificant difference in the distribution of

pedagogical moves between the steering group and the class an a

whole. What then distinguishes the steering group from ether pupils

in the class as to pedagogical moves?

Table 5.
Distribution of pedagogical moves for pupils in the steering group and for
all pupils.

Sender
Ps All

Rrceiver
Ps All

STR 1 1 3 16

SOL. 5 10 39 39

RES 75 61 4 5

REA 18 28 46 35

HEP 1 (.-) 9 5

TOT 100 100 100 100

N 376 4278 561 7218

As senders, the steering group pupils differ from other pupils

in that they make fewer soliciting and reacting and more respon-

ding moves. As receivers, the steering group pupils get the same

amount of questions, but more reacting and fewer structuring

moves from the teacher. This pattern is somewhat bewildering. The

structuring moves ought to ineerase more than the others, but it

is quite in line with our theoretical model that these pupils

make relatively more responding and 1U moves. They also get

more reaction.

Before we analyze reacting moves, we shall take up the distribu-

tion of substantive- logical meaning for the pupils in the steering

group versus all pupils. We report only the difference in distri-

bution within each group. Minus value mears that relatively all

pupils have more moves in this category than the pupils in the

steering group. Consequently, for each category, the steering

group is subtracted from ail pupils when the values are distri-

buted relatively within each group.



:able 6.

Difference in relative distribution of substantive-logical rnearuNt between
the steering group and all pupils.

Al.slytic Empuical Evaluative

DE1' 114T FAC XPL OPN

Sender 0.6 0.8 -.0.4 0.2 -1.3 0.0

Receiver -0.1 -0.3 2.9 -0.8 -1.1 -.07

The greatest difference concerns PAC moves by receivers, where

the steering group receives more fact-stating than all pupils

totally. There is not the sane difference for the senders. The

greatest difference between the groups as regards responding

is thereby tied to fact-stating.

Table 7.

Difference in relative distnbution of instructional-logical meaning between
the steering group and all pupils.

Positively toned Nerstively toned

PUS ADM RPT PAL WAD NEG

Sender

Receiver

-20.5

-13.8

26.2

-2.1

12.0

20.6

-0.8

-3.1

-ti.7

-0.7

(-16.21

-1.1

Here we get an interesting picture (Table 7). Prom a relative

point of view, the pupils in the steering group receive fewer

negative ratings, but also fewer clearly positive ratings. 'In-

stead, the steering group pupils as senders make considerably

more moves of type repeating, and especially as receivers. As

these pupils steer the pace, and the teacher by questioning them

knows when he can go on, it seems logical that, for the sake of

control, the relative share of repeating statements should in-

crease. This also explains why the number of responding moves

increase, whitout an increase in initiating moves. Negative

statements are in parantheses, as no pupil in the steering group

was sender for any moves that can be classified as negative ra-

tings. For senders, these figures must be interpreted with cau-

tion. The pupils in the steering group have only 24 moves ClZiJSL
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iLd a' rating. Our interpretation is that the steerin; group

pupils get direct praf-re, and are m)re often asked to repeat an

earlier statement. ::enders, the steering group pupils more

often ask for rating thc other pupils.

Another reason for interpreting thiJ analvis with et.ution is

that the pupils in the steering; grow) arc here defined as the

pupils in percentile 10-25 of the pupils rho took thc Intelli-

gence-test. In average atout 84 ff) of the oupils aeending to the

headmas:te:zz.:'-:" f:T:2 th, - 1

can have influenced the composition of tac group is difficult

to say. In any case, the role we have here described for th%

steering group is consistent with the pattern of correlations

obtained for the steering croup and various classification,3 of

verbal behavior. In these last mentioned analyses; the absence

of some pupils would not change the rank of the classes as to

the value of th7 steering group.

Pedagogical roles extended

.2he constellation of frame factorr and their imrortance in the

whole is a question of how the to perceive and internalize

these factors. It concerns how the teacIler perceives the goal and

the pattern of the teaching, how well Ile can diagnose the students'

learning pace, and how well he plans the teaching in accordance

with these factors and the total time available. A functional way

to handle the situation? in order to save the teacher's energy,

is for him to group the students within the class and give these

groups different roles. If the steering group can be described

1-, terms of the teacher's cognitive groupings of students, we get

another approach for explaining the pragmatical dimension in the

teaching process. These ;;roux,: any constantly be changing, but

each time he perceives the class. he makes such a grouping of the

pupils. When time is limited and the goal fixed, these groups

may be functional for the teach nil. and then govern the teaching

process. When the time available and the goals arc charged, these

groups may be, irrevelant to the teaching, even if the teacher

cognitively still groups the students, but iow on the basis of

characteristics having no direet importance for their learning.



The idea we present in this discussion have been developed with

the aid of Miller's (1S t:7) theories of human Information proces-

sing. Briefly, we r1:32:UMQ that the teachers group the pupils in

"chunks" with abou seven students in each "chun'e.". The creat

problem lies in determining how these "chunks" form and be:,ome

a cognitive "structure". Marton (1(.270) has developed a mehod

for analyzing how complex information is reduced to eognive

structures. ;:is method is based on measuring the temporal rela-

tions between units in recalling. We have used Marton's methodo-

logy on this problem.

in an interview at the end of the Spring term, each teacher was

asked to name the pupils in the class. The following instruction

was Given:

"This question may seem strange. Later I shall explain why
asked it. no are the pupils in the class', 1iill you please name
them in the order you remember them, but not in alphabetical or-
der, and not according to how they are seated in the classroom?"

The teachers' answers were recorded, and the pause-time in seconds

between names was measured with an occillograph. Prom the list of

pause lengths, a cumulative ,:rash was plotted. From this graph,

the cognitive groups were reeonstructec:. As Table 8 shows,

teacher named about :AI students with a short pence

the

between each

grosr of

teacher

P

name, and then came a longer pause, followed, by about nix more

names with a short pause in between each name. A small 1:

about six students was always forgotten, except by the

in class 7

Table 8. The average pause-kngth in seconds between names wiihin each grou and
between groups.

Groups

Clas,
Within

1

Between Within
2

Between Within
3

Between Within
4

Between
5

Within For -
gottenN N M N M N M

1 8 3.9 42.8 7 9.2 31.8 9 26.9 - - 4
2 4 2.2 7.3 4' 2.4 8.3 5 2.4 7.9 3 4.2 10.9 1.9 4
4

5

8

5

2.9

1.3

11.9

10.2

3

3,
1.1

1.0

17.2

12.4

3

3

10.8

48
89.4

38.0
2

7

3.2

4.1

37.0 2 6.7 8

4
6 5 1.4 24.4 6 4.7 17.2 13 2.6 15.8 3 4.5 - - 2
7 13 4.3 17.4 3 5.6 39.1 4 12.9 10
8 5 0.6 8.8 8 1.1 4.5 4 0.5 4.1 9 2.8 4
9 5 0.8 3.2 13 1.3 26.5 1.2 22.6 2 0.3 2
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The grousing of pupils made 'sy the teachcr it each cla:,s con-

sists cf three to five ;ro-.,.ps: eal grou? having 2-13

The average -.17mber if pupi2o in each group is 5.7; an -1, t1,2

averago number of forgo .ten pupils is 5.6. Those analyses are

very rough. Classifying the rames that the teachers 1E:called

into specific groups :lc to some extent a subjective act, as for

fnstance, .n (.2,eeidinz-: whe a pause-length may be A.a to 'oolong

within a group or between grour.s. However: in nearly all cases,

t:Ic classifications were rather easy to determine, on the ba.,:is

of tie semm-lative. %,isribution of the pause-length.

teacher had recalled the names of the pupils, we asked

what principle he had followed in naming them in that order, and

why he associated certain pupils with others.

Probably the teachers find it impossible to recall the names of

the pupils cr thout following some kind of principle. One teacher

maintains that his enumeration was made at random. Two teachers

very vaguely state a principle, and four teachers clearly state

a functional principle.

In two classes achievement was given as the reason for 'die rankdng.

The average WIT value for the groups also, from a relative point

o view, had about the same rank order in these classes. Por pro-

portion of boys, it seems that the first group named by ti o tea-

cher often has A higher proportion of boys. One teacher distinguis-

hed a clearly marked grouping as regards sex. For the average va-

lue on WIT, we find a relation if we use a signtest where plus (+)

signifies that the pree,eding group has a higher value, than the

following one, and minus (-) signifies the lower value of the pre -

ceding group. We have omitted the "forgotten" category. l!e made

an exception for one class, whose teacher said that he started

'y naming pcorest pupils. There the sign is reserved for groups

and 2. The total distribution for 23 signs is 16 + and 7

-/hich in a binomial test is significant on the 5% level. Totally,

the teache-s seem to group the pupils according to their intel-

lectual abdiity

Preceeang to the teachers' communication to and from these

pupils, we definite] y find differences between groups as regards

the teaching given to the pupils. The cognitive groupings of
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pupils made by the teacher reflect the roles different groups

of pupils play in the teaching process. We look first at the

differences in frequency of participation in the communication.

In this connection, we tested the distribution of moves between

the teachers' cognitive groupings, i.e., we worked out an average

value for each pupil. This average value, multiplied by the num

ber of pupils in each group, represents the expected value in

a Chi
2

calculation.

Table 9. Test of differences (value of significance 5 %) in
distribution of moves between teachers' cognitive
groupings in the class.

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

Sender Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign

Receiver Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign

For frequency of different moves as sender and receiver, the

cognitive groupings we defined from the descriptions of the tea

chers differ significantly from the distribution in the class

seen totally. The exception is Class 5, where the pupils as sen

ders do not differ between the different groupings. The values

we get on Chi
2 are also high, and with a few exceptions the same

cored apply to the .001 (//0 level. The cognitive grouping the tea

cher has of the class is functional, in the sense that he behaves

toward these pupils in a .pecific way, and these pupils in turn

respond in a specific way.

Next, we look at the teachers' cognitive groupings differ as to

pedagogical moves. In this connection, we tested differences in

distribution of each move for these groupings. We then used the

distributions showing significant differences to describe which

differences exist between the groups, relatively speaking, in the

distribution of pedagogical moves. The distribution differs for

three moves especially soliciting, responding and reacting.

Por senders, it is naturally enough the RES move that separates

the groups. One class shows no differences at all as senders. In

another class, the move that sets it off from others is solici

ting, and in two classes it is reacting and responding.



; :able 10. Te-t of 01,fol'ences (value of significance 5:,) in
distribution of pedagogical moves betwe3n teachers'
cognitive groupings in the class.
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Class: 1 2 4 6 7 8 9

SOL Sign

Sonde:: RES Sign Sign Sign sign :3ign

RE;,. Sign 0,4n

SOL Sign i,rn Sign Sign Sign Sign

RES Sign

ocei7et: ?El Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign

Tor receivers, the soliciting and reacting moves separate the

tr;aahers' cognitive gooupings. In one class, it is the responding

move instead of soliciting. So far, the differences between the

groupings show only that thuy exist in the characteristics of the

pupil's rolo. If re consider the existing data on how the teachers'

cognitive groups differ, we find almost without exception the same

thing occurring for receivers91Dut in soliciting and reacting mo

ves. Although the lines are not strictly drawn, we can see one

group as especially important for soliciting, one for reacting

and one for responding. Furthermore, we find that one group o*J:

pupils to some extent play the same role we have shown the

steering group plays.

Although some teachers said they followed no principles in their

grouping, we still find differences between these teachers' cog

nitive groupings as to their participation in the communication.

In passing, we may mention that the greatest difference in the

distribution between the groupings is found in the class, whose

teacher denied having any principle.

In the c-rttensive study, we asked the teachers whether they made

any form of cognitive grouping in the class. 50 % of the teachers

answering the questionnaire answered this question. About 90 %

mention 1 to 5 groups with a certain stress (27 %) on 3 groups.

Th, most grouping was "active in the subject", then in the

following order: talent, ambition, interest and sex.



To a certain extent, qe ,xplain thc variation in distri
bution of the communication an effect of the teacher's Percep

tion of the class and his conception of the pupils. This Percep
tion is at first not linked to each specific pupil? bui tho tea

cher groups the pupils according to the different functions they

take on, and does this in order to adapt them to the aim

content of the teaching.

These analyses extend our possibilities for interpreting beyond

the first tested hypothesis about a steering group. Returning'

bac!: to our theoretical ,aodel the data hero given both on the

extensive and the intensive data verify our tneory on co :ae

critical and principas points.

Teaching process and outcome

In the discussion above around classroom discourse analysis we

touched upon patterns of relations shown in earlier research. In

the extended surveys presented by Rosenshine (1970), Rosenshine

& Furst (1971), Rosenshine (1972) and Dunkin & Biddle (1973) wore

few consistent patterns of relations between process and outcome

shown. This does not moan that relations of this typo is a vast

activity to search for, but it indicates the need for a common

basis on which comparisons can be made and a better theory buil

ding from which expectations can be deduced. Anyhow, some consis

tent patterns are shown, for example that the I/D ratio is a fair

ly good discriminator; that the teachers' warmth and supporting

behavior is of importance for knowledge development. The few rela

tions established in several studies point to some extent toward

a pattern of teaching that very clearly appears in the above shown

relations between the ability of thesteering group and the process.

The classes investigated were given a test of knowledge in :lathe

matics during the Spring term. This test had a high content vali

dity in relation to the actual content of the teaching (Rangeby

1973). In order to mirror the relations between teaching process

and learning outcome we calculated the correlations between the

relative distribution of different categories within each class

and the mean on the test.
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rns% thcDretical discussion we can deduce followin; hypothesis:

ic.tterns of relations Between measures of outcome and different

categ,rizations of The -process is correspondent tc the pattern

of relations between steering group and categcrizations of the

process.

Totally the correlation between process and outcome shows Levi

significances. The number of significance is lower than 1 ,; on

the corresponding level. So far no interpretation could to

i];.en if vie divide the test into items and look on the correlatio.1

between results on the specific items that correspond to tiAe con-

tent actually taught during th(, observed period, nc difference

appears (cf Rangeby 1973).

III looking on the direction of the correlations we find that

about half of the correlations are negative and about half of

our correlations are positive.

Buc when looking on the direction of correlations for the variab-

les that showed a significant correlation between the steering

group and the process, an interesting pattern appears. We have

Dere of technical reasons (cf Rangeby 1973) used 20 significant

correlations. Of these correlations, one is zero of the rebaining

nineteen (19) fifthteen (15) correlations go in the same direc-

tion (table 11), even if not significant, when calculated between

the process and the outcome.
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betwcc.n steering group and process and
correlf.tions between process ena outcome which in
ce ef elations ?.c Si n.Lfic021

:cciA:-.: cco'i.p (20) Preeess variables Outcome

.88 :11m. or of movcs/lcsson .:5:,

.98 :espe.-,d i!.g mcves (m)s) ,,

-.:,0 Y-hcaividual help (17::2) -,21

,D3 '.:0:1",ftited cycloe .2',

.3; Tm; : ;;IS -cycle .40

.3 SO:i, EA -cycle .85

.64 oCji, :iFS? P.1-eycle -.04

.69 :311)ject-;.eleva.at roves .1'2

-.64 1Tulber announced moves -.3

.71 Positive ratings EPOS, .4c.:

-.68 :;egative ratings (MEG) -.01

-.73 Teacher informing -.1

.F32 Teacher. TJeae::- 04v--.1.;!,, -.01

-.q0 Informing. Gives opinion -.25

.5 Narrow Questions. Teacher -.04

. 67 Accepts Ideas. Teacher -.01

-.4a Upprodiclable answers. Pupil -.:0

. 69 ::howl solidarity .00

.19 Chews tension .74

.81 .(//) ratio .03

This table (table 11) supports A verification of the hypothesis.

The steering group influences the pattern in a certain way. The

hither level the nteering group has: the more effective is the

teaching in relation to test of achiovements. An increasing level

of the steering group SOUP'S to make it possj.ble to form rules for

the classroom longuar:e; which are mere e.Cfective. Or interpreted

further; to make diffe3.ences on the "parolc"



Chapter 5. Future researc:i lincs

The study here presented open: up an avenuc of ile nost

dominating question, sec= 7oo me to bc. 'acw o deveo;) a Zor'-

lization of this theory. Within that wr:r1: cmp:;.r\o--.1 ana4sis

mwt be done on critics? points.

This work is now planned :,11 several steps. The -7i-^t step is to

express the theory more cloarli. Pinpoint :he onsumpt:3olls

and logically by dadu-:;ion relate different concepts tn v zh other

(cf Lundgren 1973), The senend step is to star:- Kith some variableF,

and assure, on basis of earlier research, the relation between

them. The most of :,ous is to start with the frame factors, for

example the size of the class and the composition of the class

and how these teo variables are interrelated and steer the pro-

cess. When forma)ized, we make a modelled system, As we are here

working very dynamic relations, we have to leave the lc,vel of

simple statixtical models. In order to develop the formalization

we must build the model with the aid of a data ,Nomputer. The se-

cond step will include also a simulation model building (of Norl6n

1972). With the aid of smulation we can work out a hypothesis;

which can be empirically tested, Then a hypotheses is rot ve,'ified

we can simulate parts of the system and modify the 1-asic assvmp-

tions. This work procedure w .11 be done on already collected data

and on some parts of the system. When a modelled system is fitted

so that it explains this mass of data we will go over to the thiri

step.

This step will be to use earlier collected data, where the frame

constellation is quite different from the one used in this study.

In this phase we also have to reclassify the observation of teach-

ing from a more comprehensive theoretical approach. From the theory

we can deduce hypotheses and test and modify our model, This way

of working is extremely hypothetic-deductive in its character and

will both mean a, formalization of our theory and empirical verifi-

cation. Obviously there are masses of raw data already collected

and the methodology here represented forces us to use data collec-

ted outside Sweden. On a more genorcral level this way of working

is a spare of time and money,
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The first three steps arc the most important to take and will

function as an umbrella for the development of our theory,

Parallel to this work there is two other approaches that rill cc

used.

The first is to more theoretically mirror the relations between

the process and the outcome, We w: .1 here go another way round

(ef Kilborn & Lundgren 1973).

A test of knowledge in arith:..Tic has already been developed. from

which each student can be diactsed in relation to a structured

-plan over different arces within arithmetic. Prom this plan we

can within each item diajnose what part of the plan the student

masters. The design will be to give a pre and posttest and the

process will be followed and coded both according to the plan and

the students' ling:list:Lc comictenee. We can here analyze how the

teaching is steered in relatior to preknowledge. how the students

interact, what educational r-ao they will have and the learning

outcome for the students, 7n the design we have pla-aned experiments

to vary frslros as 7:e11 ao teache7s. To sone extent this approach

can be looked upon as similar to the approach recommended by

Gage (1972). It is in some respect, bait it is not in a very

significant way, The whole approach is steered by a oomnrehenzive

theory, The approach is built in the first hand on deduction: not

induction.

The other way is quite contrary. The way we here treated the theory

is on an epistomologieal level to some extent traditional. The ana
lysis will lead us to wxclain relations between variables and to

some extent to understand a rrocess. but we have left the more

structuralistic analysis. This would mean another approach in

which we try to analyze the teachin; process as a systom of trans

formation with a specified purpose. On an epistomoloical 1-vel

we have more to analyze then what the teaching structure (of Anders

son 1969) and on an empirical level try to build up a more hermeune

tie approach.

As we have planned the next .tep, it consists of formalizing the

model, to test different parts by use of earlier and new data

kr field studies and by experiments. But on the sane hand we must
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loose up the model and try a more comprehensive thinking for mirror

the teaching process not only as a set of rules mixed by parts,

but also as a set of rules steered by intention and purpose, in

which the student is looked upon not only as a reacting organism

cn different stimuli but as a generating organism with planned

actions.
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